Help! I think I’m being bullied…
We all need a little help sometimes, especially when life gets tough, as it so often does.
When life throws us a challenge we can usually deal with it and then move on to new
experiences and adventures. But, if you find yourself being bullied, facing constant abuse
at school, home or work, it can leave you feeling isolated and worried about the future.

Signs of Bullying
Bullying can take many forms. These are some common ones:
being treated unfairly
being picked on by someone
having malicious rumours spread about you
being undermined by a colleague
being denied training or promotion opportunities
Some forms of bullying are illegal and should always be reported to the police and include:
repeated harassment or intimidation
theft
physical assault
hate crimes

Why do people get bullied?
People are bullied for all sorts of reasons but it’s a mistake to assume that weakness is the
thing a bully is looking to target. To the contrary, a bully will try to put down and attack
someone who they believe is a threat to them in some way: perhaps the victim is more
popular with people, more competent at exams, delivers super quality work on target.
Sometimes, a bully feels threatened just because someone else is different.
Being the victim of bullying because of someone else’s intolerance to
difference can lead to feelings of isolation, despair and suicidal feelings.
If you feel like this it is essential to get help (see below).
In relation to gender variance and transitioning, research has discovered
that a disproportionate number of young trans people attempt suicide:
A 2014 survey of more than 2,000 people in England, conducted by Pace,
a mental health charity for LGBTQ people found that 48% of trans people
under the age of 26 said they had attempted suicide, while 59% said they
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had at least considered it1 . This compares to around 6% of all 16- to 24-year-olds who say
they have attempted suicide, according to the Adult Psychiatry Morbidity Survey.
Juliet Jacques, a writer and activist who wrote about her transition in a blog for the
Guardian newspaper from 2010 to 2012, said: “Many young trans people experience
discrimination, intolerance, bullying, rejection and violence from several spheres. First at
school, a place where gender norms are enforced and policed, where you’re told by
teachers and other pupils that boys do x and girls do y. Within the family there can be
rejection, verbal and physical abuse, and then also at street level, in the media and in the
workplace. Together this can render people unable to see a future for themselves. It is no
wonder suicidal thoughts are so common”2.

Role models
You’re never too old or young to learn from a great role model.
Learning how someone else has been through the same as you and
not only survived but continues to thrive can be of great comfort and
help. Which role model appeals to you is a personal thing: most
people feel drawn to someone with whom they feel a natural affinity.
This could be someone famous or in the local community.
Occasionally, a role model will have universal appeal because they are so inspirational.
Caroline Cossey is one such person, a unique trans woman who trail-blazed her way
through turbulent times to find success as a model and activist, as well as lasting
happiness with her husband of 25 years.
In a recent interview with Essex policewoman Gina Denham3, herself an inspirational trans
woman and campaigner, Caroline points to the loneliness and isolation that a trans person
can experience, and how you can feel like a lost soul if you don’t conform or fit in. Caroline
believes that support is crucial for development and champions the notion that not only is
everyone uniquely special but that diversity needs to be embraced and celebrated.

Support

Based in Southend, ’Transpire’4 is a support group that believes nobody should feel
isolated and which aims to facilitate discussion and networking for all members of the trans
community, of all ages, whatever their gender identity and whatever stage in their
transition they have reached (if at all). Transpire also embraces family and friends of trans
community members who perhaps want to get a better understanding of how it feels to be
a transperson, or just simply offer their support.
The Transpire Facebook group is a dedicated safe space and, therefore, a closed group
but anyone, anywhere, can apply to join. The group holds regular ‘meet and eat’ evenings,
as well as arranging other social opportunities and support events5.
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If you’re not local to Southend, the national organisation Stonewall offers ‘acceptance
without exception’ and can help you find support groups in your area6 .
Bullying for any reason is never acceptable. When someone is bullied because of their
gender variance it constitutes a hate crime and should be reported to the police, or you
can report anonymously at a third party safe place7. Victims of hate crime can get help and
support from Victim Support8 and in Essex can also contact project worker Neil Monk9 ,
who works alongside the Strategic Hate Crime Prevention Partnership for Victim Support.
The really important thing to remember is that you’re never alone.

Other help and advice
By law, all state schools must have an anti-bullying behaviour policy
and follow anti-discrimination law. This means staff must act to
prevent discrimination, harassment and victimisation within the
school. Many schools also have dedicated support networks for
young people who may be questioning their gender identity and will
be able to provide whatever help, advice and support you need.
If you’re under 19 and do not have access to support at school, or you are suffering in
isolation at home, ChildLine10 offers confidential advice and support, as does the AntiBullying Alliance11 .
In the workplace, employers are responsible for preventing bullying and harassment, and
are liable for any harassment suffered by their employees. If you are unable to talk to your
manager or HR department, the Citizens Advice Bureau12 can help you to make sense of
your situation and find out what support is available. ACAS (The Advisory, Conciliation and
Arbitration Service)13 sets out employer obligations in terms of policies they must provide
by law, and provides free information and advice to employees.
In all situations, if you feel in immediate danger contact the police on 999.
24 hour confidential support is available at the Samaritans: freephone 116 123
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